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Lynn Mohrfeld, President and CEO of the
California Hotels & Lodging Association, said that
the "numbers don't bear out" with the Bay Area's
"conservative approach" to reopening hotels for
leisure travel, as hotels throughout the rest of the
state are set to reopen Friday.

From the San Francisco Business Times:
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2020/06/09/ca-hotel-lodging-
reopening-timeline-in-sf.html

Head of California hotel association calls out Bay
Area reopening plans
Jun 9, 2020, 3:06pm PDT Updated: Jun 9, 2020, 3:15pm PDT

California’s top hotel advocate expressed
"frustration” that San Francisco’s target date to
reopen hotels for leisure travel is two months
later than nearly everywhere else in the state.

Lynn Mohrfeld, president and CEO of the
California Hotel & Lodging Association in
Sacramento, said there's no reason to make
hotels in the city wait while more than 6,000
hotels across the state reopen to leisure guests
this Friday under Gov. Gavin Newsom's plan.

“We're ready,” he told me Tuesday. “Our hotels
are clean and safe, we're ready. Let us open.”

Six of the eight counties statewide that have not
filed attestations to lift restrictions on hotels
Friday are in the Bay Area: San Francisco,
Alameda, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Marin and
Contra Costa counties.

“We’re a little disappointed in San Francisco,”
said Mohrfeld, whose organization represents
6,000 hotels. “They’ve always been
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conservative from a health and safety perspective during the pandemic but right
now the numbers don’t bear out having hotels open in mid-August.”

I've reached out to San Francisco officials for comment and will update this post if I
hear back. Officials have said in the past they’re assessing public health data such
as hospitalization and new case rate, the availability of testing and hospital beds as
they target reopening dates.

In the last several weeks some Bay Area counties have reported more than 200 new
coronavirus cases per day, levels comparable to late March, according to the San
Francisco Chronicle, and leading to concerns about too quick of a reopening. As of
Friday San Francisco is meeting four of its five criteria to assess reopening,
including flat or decreasing rates of cases and hospital capacity filled below 50%. 

“We've been managing this process all the way through and we'd like the
opportunity to manage travel and to make sure it's safe for San Francisco,” Mohrfeld
said. “Unless you’re going to close off the bridges to San Francisco you’re going to
have people coming in from … another Bay Area County or beyond. There's no
controls over that so why can't hotels open?”

Mohrfeld argued that travelers and other essential workers, especially those who
live outside of San Francisco due to high costs of living, are already circulating
through San Francisco from places that have reopened.

In San Francisco, hotels were originally included in Phase 4 of reopening along with
nightclubs and concert venues at a “to-be-determined” date after mid-August, but
the city amended that the following week to a mid-August target.

The local Hotel Council of San Francisco is working on ways to lower the current tax
obligations of hotels with the understanding that the industry will take years to
recover from the pandemic, and current occupancy rates estimated in the single
digits. In those counties many hotels have temporarily shut down all operations,
while others are open only for guests who are traveling on essential business or are
quarantining from living situations, such as arrangements to house vulnerable
populations or first responders. Newsom has left the ultimate discretion of opening
dates to local jurisdictions.
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Napa, Sonoma and, as of Tuesday, Solano counties have reopened hotels to leisure
guests as long as those businesses meet similar state and local health
guidelines. They each applied to the state to have their hotels reopen earlier than
Friday.

In the long term, Mohrfeld said an August opening date carries the risk that
potential visitors to San Francisco this summer will take their pent-up travel demand
elsewhere if hotels can't accept leisure travelers. And that this would be a loss as
well for local businesses such as restaurants that would stand to gain some of that
business.

“I’m going to question if hotels are going to be able to hang on that long,” Mohrfeld
said, if the August target date in San Francisco doesn’t change. “Their mortgages
aren’t going to go away, their property taxes need to be deferred but they're not
going away either. There are a bunch of taxes afoot for businesses in San Francisco
all at a time when hotels have zero cash flow and no revenue coming in, so it's
severe. I can't emphasize that anymore.”

Mohrfeld said that one of CHLA’s two priorities at the state level beyond reopening
is to secure about $45 million in special funding for Visit California to jumpstart the
state tourism organization. The other priority is pushing for legislation that would
limit the legal liability of hotels in the case of Covid-19 exposure, in anticipation of
the “distraction” and costs that defending those lawsuits would incur for the
industry.

As for the rest of the Bay Area, Mohrfeld said that he’s hopeful other counties could
move out of lockstep on their reopening timelines, as has already been the case for
retail and outdoor dining restrictions. He said San Mateo and Santa Clara counties
have shown the most interest in aligning or moving ahead of the state’s reopening
timeline.

Alex Barreira
Staff Reporter
San Francisco Business Times
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